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The Comisión Nacional de Actividades Espaciales (CONAE - Argentine space
agency),  following  the  guidelines  established  in  the  Argentine  National
Space Plan, has created the Unidad de Formación Superior (UFS) in order to
train human resources in science and space technologies with the highest
level  of  expertise,  and  thus  meet  the  needs  of  the  institutions  of  the
Argentine technological/scientific system and/or the companies participating
in the implementation of the National Space Plan.
Within this context, CONAE in association with three Argentine Universities:
the Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, Universidad Nacional de La Matanza,
Universidad Tecnológica Nacional  (Regional Faculty Córdoba and Regional
Faculty  Mendoza),  the  following  four  new  careers  were  implemented:
Master's Degree in Space Information Applications (MAIE), Master's Degree
in  Software  Development  for  Space  Applications  (MDIAE),  Master's  in
Satellite  Technologies  (MTS)  and  Masters  in  Satellite  Instruments
respectively (MIS). In the development of these careers, it is included: the
teaching of specific courses related to the curricula of each one of them, the
participation  of  the  students  in  Labs/Projects/Companies  related  to  the
specialties  that  they  study,  an  individual  work  of  Thesis  and  the
participation of the whole of the students of the four masters careers in an
Unique Integrator Project. 
Taking into account that several of the major universities of the world have
designed programs whose goal is to put into orbit small satellites designed
and built by students allowing them to be introduced in the field of space
technology, and also considering that the CubeSats were originally designed
for educational purposes and for testing in flight of new technologies, the
ability to design, build, test and fly a spacecraft within period that may be as
short as two years is an obvious benefit for our students; also these short
development cycles can be used to stimulate the evolution of technologies
and components for a wide range of future missions, allowing that they can
be subsequently  applied  in  larger  spacecraft  reducing  the  corresponding
launch and development costs. This category of satellites has a promising
future attentive to the incipient development and promotion carried forward
by various international universities and even the major international space
agencies  through  specific  programmes,  these  were  the  main  reasons
because the selected concept for our Integration Project was the Cubesat.
The primary objective of this project called Formador Satelital  2017, also
called by the acronym FS2017, is an academic one, that is the formation of
the UFS`s Master Degree students in all main technical and programmatic
areas  related  to  their  respective  careers.  This  paper  presents  a  brief



summary of the integrated work between the different careers, particularly
describing its Objectives, Success Criteria,  Mission Concept Selection, the
Management Approach, High Level Requirements, Technical Implementation
Approach and the Information and Configuration Management. Also shall be
described  the  current  status  of  this  project  and  how  to  manage  the
remainder activities.


